These fabrics are entirely manufactured in France. In this
way, we can guarantee controlled and precise production,
responsible working conditions and product quality .

Flexible doors
*EACH
Compl**nce

Dickson Coatings respects the environmental directives
listed in the REACH regulation. Each chemical substance,
produced in or imported into Europe, must be registered,
evaluated and controlled. These fabrics only contain
registered substances, conforming to the legislation.

DICKSON takes part in the European «VINYL PLUS» program
for implementation of PVC, responsible and innovative.

DICKSON SAINT CLAIR
415, avenue de savoie
Saint Clair de la Tour
F-38357 La Tour du Pin
Tel. +33 (0)4 74 83 51 00
Fax +33 (0)4 74 83 51 01
www.dickson-coatings.com

ISO 9001 ISO 14001

PVC Fabrics for flexible doors

LAC 900

Resistant and effective
A technical fabric weaving and coating specialist, Dickson Coatings is an established
manufacturer of curtains for flexible door and active in the market for over 30 years.
Made with top-quality high-tenacity yarn, or fabrics offer extremely high mechanical
resistance and excellent dimensional stability.

3m

900
400/400 daN

60/50 daN

Multiple advantages
Using a unique coating process, two tried-and-tested technologies :
The smooth Cleangard topcoat lacquer prevents
soiling and facilitates cleaning. A solid protection
against weathering.

DICOPLAN
3m

680

Dickson's unique anti-wicking process helps the
fabric to last longer and look like new.

260/250 daN

Moisture penetration
zone*.

Total coating
impregnation on the yarn.

Dickson Coatings flexible door curtains offer many advantaged for processors and
end users :

LAC 650 SL
3m

680
260/250 daN

Excellent weldability

Flexible, even at low
temperatures

Fold resistant

32/28 daN

32/28 daN

M2 / B1 / BS
B-s2-d0

Optimal resistance to
micro-organisms and
harsh climates

Whether your doors are for indoor or outdoor use, for folding or rolling, Dickson
Coatings offers three products meeting a complete range of needs
All our PVC coated fabrics
can be slit

Dickson PVC fabrics
are recyclable

Other colours are available
on special production

